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Dawn and Jessie were close childhood friends before their
parents ripped them apart. Now on the verge of adulthood, both
are struggling to escape the pressure of parental expectations
and hang on to what they want most. Through it all, they yearn for
the special connection they once had. Dawn is brilliant but suffers
from mysterious blackouts while studying at prestigious Stanford
University. Jessie has become an accomplished ballet protégée
competing for the sole opening in the elite Ballet des Arts
Company. As Dawn’s condition worsens, the girls find themselves
thrown together, and with each others support they find the
courage to make choices that are entirely their own.
Keyser offers a unique coming-of-age story. Alternating between
the perspectives of the two main characters, the narrative
explodes in turbulent, sensory-driven scenes where female
identity and social conformity clash. Keyser uses visceral
language and guttural dialogue to evoke Dawn’s raw struggle
against her own body. Jessie’s painstaking poise and careful
demeanor shows rigid self-discipline that masks a mountain of
self-doubt. Their story is one of intimate friendship and breaking
control, clashing with two opposing identities that run parallel in
their pursuit of freedom. While the story ends abruptly with many
questions unanswered, readers can delight in this change from
the archetypal resolutions of teen drama. Pointe, Claw offers a
raw approach to female identity and the cages that can restrain
fierce little girls.
*Contains moderate language, moderate violence, and moderate
sexual content.
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